




























Dame Alison Peacock DBE – Leadership for curriculum excellence
Alison Peacock is Executive Headteacher of the Wroxham School and co-author of Learning without Limits
A rich curriculum, expertly taught, helps create an ambitious learning environment for every
child:
 A broad curriculum can open the path to success for pupils who might otherwise be stifled
 Not being constricted by exam pressure and creating space to ask deeper questions is
crucial
 For this, teachers must have the pedagogical subject knowledge to teach confidently
Do you really know the strengths of your teachers?
 Look beyond the weaknesses of enthusiastic teachers and support them in their passions
 A passionate teacher can inspire others at school and generate excitement for a subject in
the community
Make use of the school’s environment for learning:
 Build a Celtic Roundhouse, plant vegetables, keep chickens!

- Professor Morag Styles
Developing a passion for reading and writing poetry
Professor Morag Styles is Emeritus Professor of Children’s Poetry at the University of
Cambridge






Effective poetical education is dependent on the poetical education of the teacher
Children have a natural instinct for the rhythm of poetry, often experienced first
through nursery rhymes, and the oral/performative should never be ignored in
teaching
Too often, formal elements (e.g. form, structure and literary devices) become the
focus and the joy and humour of poetry is lost
There’s always time to fit poetry into the day

Why do we teach English?
Delegates concluded that English is taught: “To unlock children’s ability to
express their world; to creatively communicate and articulate what’s within
and around them; to be immersed and engaged in the joy of language; to
open the gateway to all learning.”






The conference opened with three pupils from
three different primary schools, now a month into
secondary school, reflecting on their experiences
of primary education.

They enjoyed:






Subjects that were active, like PE, Music, Drama and Performing Arts
History – exciting topics like Greek mythology, heroes and the Tudors
English – when it involved drama, e.g. Treasure Island and pirates
Trips that were fun and educational, e.g. visiting the Tower of London and the Jurassic Coast
Investigations and conducting their own research, e.g. finding out what aspects of the pirates topic were really true

They did not enjoy:



Too heavy a focus on English and Maths
Too many writing tasks

Students said that in the last couple of years of primary school, the focus had been on English and Maths and that time
spent on other subjects had been reduced or eliminated as a result. They wished they could have done more:




Science, especially practical experiments
PE and Performing Arts, including Drama, Dance and Music
Music within lessons, not just after school

Students had a strong sense of fairness and felt that:




It was not fair to miss out on school trips due to bad behaviour, as this resulted in missed learning opportunities
Mixing abilities would ensure that students could benefit from working together
It was important to have somebody in the school who could help those being bullied

A good teacher was someone who:




Pushed students to achieve good grades and directed them towards subjects they could excel in
Was supportive and gave time to individuals
Helped to review their work and suggested ways to improve it

Students commented on their transition to secondary school:




Having strong Maths and English skills was good preparation
Their teachers had made secondary school sound scarier than it was
Being taught a variety of discreet subjects each day was enjoyable

Shahed Ahmed – How can we promote and support high
quality Mathematics teaching?
Shahed Ahmed is Headteacher of Elmhurst Primary School, London
A visit to Shanghai, where students are 2-3 years ahead of the UK in
Maths by age 15, and where the achievement gap between students of
different backgrounds is much smaller, revealed that:






Maths teachers are engaging and passionate, and always maths
specialists
They teach fewer hours than in the UK and have more time for
preparation
Classes are of mixed ability and there are high expectations for
every child
Attitudes towards mathematics in wider society are positive
Teaching is for mastery and deep understanding of concepts that can then be applied with confidence. This
involves:
 Spending much more time on understanding basic concepts, initially in non-abstract ways, relating
mathematical concepts to the physical world long before expressing them in numerical terms
 Using a variety of practical aids to understand concepts: pictures, cutting out, etc.

Garrod Musto – Mathematics outside the box
Garrod Musto is a chartered Maths teacher and Fellow of the
Institute of Mathematics and its Applications
Students can be engaged in mathematics through:
 Exploring numbers and patterns, maths in art and
maths through the ages
 Real-life examples of mathematics, such as
infographics, architecture and programming
 Parents speaking about how they use maths in their
everyday lives

What is high quality Maths teaching?
In their discussions, delegates concluded that high
quality Maths teaching requires:






Strong understanding, confidence and
enthusiasm from the teacher
Concepts rooted in the concrete rather than
the abstract
Assessment that is formative and confidence
building to check that concepts are understood
before moving on
Investment in teacher expertise through
professional development and/or partnerships
with external institutions

Anne Goldsworthy - Teaching Science in the primary classroom
To get the most out of science at primary level:






Start by arousing students’ curiosity, for example by using a digital
microscope or creating art from science
Find out their starting points - expose their misconceptions (with
sensitivity) and use the different ideas that emerge to engage the
class in scientific discovery
Develop scientific skills through games and exciting activities
Use a variety of recording and assessment methods, e.g. videos,
peer interviews, drawings - this doesn’t always have to involve
writing

